
Roma, 1 - 5 Billy Bob Way

Industrial Site with Excellent Highway Exposure!

1-5 Billy Bob Way represents a unique opportunity to purchase a fully serviced,
flood-free
industrial site with unparalleled highway exposure, connectivity and access 2
kilometers east of Roma.

- The site boasts a premium location on the inbound exposed corner of the
Warrego Highway at the entrance to the Roma East Industrial Estate. The position
affords the site a dominant presence with exceptional visibility and access to
traffic flows from all directions.

-The estate is recently constructed and offers fully serviced industrial land of the
highest standard. Lots benefit from underground power, sewer and water, fire-
fighting provisions and pavement specification providing for Type 2 road trains

For Sale
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Building Area
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1.9 ha
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0407 161 513
skennett@ljhc.com.au

Disclaimer: All information contained therein is gathered from relevant third parties sources.
We cannot guarantee or give any warranty about the information provided. Interested parties must rely solely on their own enquiries.
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- Designated access and egress lanes to and from the Highway provide ease of
entry for east and west bound traffic, with connectivity further enhanced by a
southern connection with Roma Downs Road which joins the Carnarvon Highway

- Offering outstanding exposure, access and development flexibility in a
premium location, 1 - 5 Billy Bob Way stands as one of the premiere industrial
offerings in the Roma region and demands further inspection.

- The owner will also consider developing the site to suit a tenant's requirements
subject to acceptable terms and conditions.

For further information contact Shane Kennett of LJ Hooker Commercial on 0407
161 513 or skennett@ljht.com.au
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